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Vendder.com – Sell Anything You Want Online

I really love how the Internet gives independent artists 
a chance of marketing what they do online. Vendder is 
a site that will let just anybody create an online store 
where he can sell his own products.

This store can be divided in categories and subcategories, 
and the actual catalog can be as rich or simple as the user desires. The layout itself is customizable, too, and you 
can have a storefront that truly reflects what you want to transmit in commercial terms.

I mentioned artists in the first paragraph because I think that they are the ones who would benefit the most from 
something like this. But the truth is that just anybody could put this to its intended use. As long as the items he 
wants to sell are not illegal, he will be capable of having his own site to do it. Clothes, accessories, study guides… 
these are just some further examples that spring to mind immediately. The sites that you can create using Vendder 
lend themselves to just any type of business, really, but if you still have some doubts I encourage you to take the 
tour that is provided on the site in order to dispel them.

Vendder.com In Their Own Words
“Vendder makes it dead simple for anyone to start selling 
online. Just upload your catalog, set up your payments 
account and shipping costs and you are ready to go. It 
has never been so easy to sell online.”

Why Vendder.com It Might Be A Killer
If you have been looking for a way to sell your own art 
or products this will be entirely suitable.

Some Questions About Vendder.com
What gives this an edge over sites that do something basically similar?
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